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Focke-Wulf Fw 190 Aces of the Russian Front (Osprey Aircraft of the Aces, No 6)Osprey Publishing, 1995

	Of all the fronts fought on by the Jagdflieger during World War 2, the Russian, or Eastern, was easily the most lucrative in terms of targets for the experten. Marry an abundance of targets with the Luftwaffe’s best piston-engined fighter of the war – Focke-Wulf’s Fw 190 ‘Butcher Bird’ – and it quickly...
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Russia's Skinheads: Exploring and Rethinking Subcultural LivesRoutledge, 2010

	Russia’s Skinheads: Exploring and Rethinking Subcultural Lives provides a thorough examination of the phenomenon of skinheads, explaining its nature and its significance, and assessing how far Russian skinhead subculture is the ‘lumpen’ end of the extreme nationalist ideological spectrum. There are large numbers of...
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Classical Theory of Gauge FieldsPrinceton Press, 2002
Based on a highly regarded lecture course at Moscow State University, this is a clear and systematic introduction to gauge field theory. It is unique in providing the means to master gauge field theory prior to the advanced study of quantum mechanics. Though gauge field theory is typically included in courses on quantum field theory, many of its...
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One Giant Leap: The Impossible Mission That Flew Us to the MoonSimon & Schuster, 2019

	The remarkable story of the trailblazers and the ordinary Americans on the front lines of the epic mission to reach the moon.

	

	President John F. Kennedy astonished the world on May 25, 1961, when he announced to Congress that the United States should land a man on the Moon by 1970. No group was more surprised than the...
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Atmospheric Thermodynamics: Elementary Physics and ChemistryCambridge University Press, 2009
This textbook presents a uniquely integrated approach in linking both physics and chemistry to the study of atmospheric thermodynamics. The book explains the classical laws of thermodynamics, focuses on various fluid systems, and, recognizing the increasing importance of chemistry in the meteorological and climate sciences, devotes a chapter to...
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Perspectives of Systems Informatics: 6th International Andrei Ershov Memorial Conference, PSI 2006, Novosibirsk, Russia, June 27-30, 2006Springer, 2007
This volume contains the final proceedings of the Sixth International Andrei Ershov Memorial Conference on Perspectives of System Informatics (PSI 2006), held in Akademgorodok (Novosibirsk, Russia), June 27-30, 2006.

The conference was held to honour the 75th anniversary of a member of the Russian Academy of Sciences Andrei Ershov...
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Recent Advances in Rock Magnetism, Environmental Magnetism and Paleomagnetism (Springer Geophysics)Springer, 2018

	This book offers a collection of papers presented in the International Conference on Geomagnetism, Paleomagnetism and Rock Magnetism held in Kazan (Russia) in October 2017. Papers in this book are dedicated to the study of the geomagnetic field through most of the Earth's history as well as planetary and meteorite magnetism, and magnetic...
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Neural Networks TheorySpringer, 2007
"Neural Networks Theory is a major contribution to the neural networks literature. It is a treasure trove that should be mined by the thousands of researchers and practitioners worldwide who have not previously had access to the fruits of Soviet and Russian neural network research. Dr. Galushkin is to be congratulated and thanked for his...
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Dive Into Algorithms: A Pythonic Adventure for the Intrepid BeginnerNo Starch Press, 2021

	Dive Into Algorithms is a broad introduction to algorithms using the Python Programming Language.

	

	Dive Into Algorithms is a wide-ranging, Pythonic tour of many of the world's most interesting algorithms. With little more than a bit of computer programming experience and basic high-school math,...
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Programming and Problem Solving with JavaJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2003

	Programming and Problem Solving with Java™ is an excellent resource for discovering Java as a first programming language. After introducing the very basics of programming, the text provides detail on Java syntax, semantics, classes and objects, and then continues with coverage of arithmetic expressions, selection and encapsulation, file...
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PartisanHarperCollins, 1945

	I am deeply grateful to Second Lieutenant Denvir for giving me

	the opportunity to write this book, and for his patient and

	good-natured submission to a cross-examination lasting many

	weeks. My thanks are due also to Mrs Denvir, whose

	hospitality made this cross-examination so much easier for all of

	us, and to Major-General HK...
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Using Aspect-Oriented Programming for Trustworthy Software DevelopmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Learn how to successfully implement trustworthy computing tasks using aspect-oriented programming
This landmark publication fills a gap in the literature by not only describing the basic concepts of trustworthy computing (TWC) and aspect-oriented programming (AOP), but also exploring their critical interrelationships. The author clearly...
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